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VORONTAP
Webuild space shuttleswith gardening tools

so anyone can have a space shuttle of their own.
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WWW.VORONDESIGN.COMINTRODUCTION

Before you begin this journey, a word of caution.

In the comfort of your own home, you are about to assemble a robot. This machine
can maim, burn, and electrocute you if you are not careful. This machine can start a
fire.

Please do not become the first VORON fatality. There is no special Reddit flair for that.

Please read the entire manual before you start assembly. As you begin wrenching,
please check our Discord channels for any tips and questions that may halt your progress.

Most of all, good luck!
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WWW.VORONDESIGN.COMPRINT SETTINGS

PARTPRINTINGGUIDELINES
TheVoron Teamhas provided the following print guidelines for you to follow in order to have the best chance
at
successwith your parts. There are often questions about substitutingmaterials or changing printing
standards, butwe recommend you follow these:

3DPRINTINGPROCESS
FusedDepositionModeling (FDM)

MATERIAL
ABS orABS+

LAYERHEIGHT
Recommended: 0.2mm

EXTRUSIONWIDTH
Recommended: Forced 0.4mm

INFILL TYPE
Grid, Gyroid, Honeycomb, Triangle or Cubic

INFILL PERCENTAGE
Recommended: 40%

WALLCOUNT
Recommended: 4

SOLID TOP/BOTTOMLAYERS
Recommended: 5
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HOWTOGETHELP
If you need assistancewith your build, we’re here to help. Head on over to our Discord group, Forum, or to Reddit and post
your questions.We have a great community that can help you if you get stuck.

https://discord.gg/voron

https://forum.vorondesign.com/

PRIMARYCOLOR

Example Tap_Front_r1.stl

These fileswill have nothing at
the start of the filename.

PARTVERSIONING

Example Tap_Front_r1.stl

Part nameswill have a revision
number at the end (e.g., “r1”).
It is normal for revision numbers
to notmatch up: not all parts are
changed for every revision.
Always see theGithub repository
for the latest parts.

ACCENTCOLOR

Example [a]Tap_Center_r1.stl

Wehave added “[a]” to the front
of any STL file that is intended to
be printedwith accent color. The
parts aremarkedwith a heart in
themanual.

FILENAMING
The STL files for our parts are available in our Github repository. The parts use this naming convention:

BEFORE WE BEGIN

https://www.reddit.com/r/VORONDesign

https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/STLs
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THIS IS JUSTAREFERENCE
Thismanual is designed to be a simple referencemanual. For additional information,we recommend
downloading the CADfile fromour Github repository. It can sometimes be easier to follow alongwhen
you have thewhole assembly in front of you.

https://github.com/vorondesign

https://docs.vorondesign.comDOCS

REPORTING ISSUES
Should you find an issue in the documentation or have a suggestion for an improvement, please
consider opening an issue onGitHub (https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/issues).When raising
an issue, please include the relevant page numbers and a short description. Annotated screenshots are
also verywelcome and helpful.Weperiodically update themanual based on the feedbackwe get.

https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/CAD
https://github.com/vorondesign
https://docs.vorondesign.com/
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…ANDDONE.
This is all you need to see, really.
But, just in case though, read
through this document carefully.

ANASSEMBLYMANUAL?
Weneed towrite an assemblymanual?
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WWW.VORONDESIGN.COMINTRODUCTION: WELCOME TO TAP

WHAT IS TAP?
Tap is a nozzle-based z-probe for the V2 and Trident printer designs. The entire toolheadmoves to trigger an optical switch.
Tap offersmany advantages over other z-probes; Here are a few examples:

EXTREMEPRECISION
Awell constructed Tap,when in service on awell-constructed printer, will be able tomeasure your Z position reliablywith a precision of 0.4 µm
(0.0004mm). This precisionwill help you better use andmaintain your printer.

ANYBUILDSURFACE, CHANGEATWILL
Tap canmeasure any securelymounted build surface. Print onGlass, Garolite, Alumina,Moon dust…it no longermatters. Textured plates are ideal for
Tap, but adhesive PEI sheetsmay also be used. Tap is unaffected by bedswithmagnetic fluctuations (note:magnetsmay affect the build surface Tap
is sensing, such as pulling the plate tighter over themagnet). Once Tap is setup, you should not need to recalibrate after changing nozzles or build
plates.

VORONDURABILITY, HIGHTEMPERATUREOPERATIONS (OPTICALSENSORVERSIONS)
Tap uses light to detectmovement andwill neverwear out. The sensor in Tap is rated to operate at 70C to 100C andwill not degrade over time the
way a contact switch or inductive probe can. Even if you brought your chamber temperature to 100C, it will accurately and reliably record your printer
melting (assuming you printed inABS).We tested dozens of printers and thousands of print hours. Hundreds of PIF quality kitswere printed using
Tap. Some test printers had over 1,000,000 probe cycles to test durability.

NOCOMPLICATEDMACROS
For consistent probing temperatures, Tap uses a single ‘activate_gcode’macro in the [probe] config. Tap is always ready to probe and requires no
docking or undockingmoves.

Z ENDSTOPELIMINATION
There is no need for a separate Z endstop. Once the offset is configured, it will holdwithout appreciable drift. It is normal to need slightly different
offsetswhen switching between filament types.

CRASHPROTECTION
With Tap installed, the nozzle and bed are protected fromminor crashes (such as accidentally setting your Z to 1mmbelow the build surface, or
running into a curled up print). In extreme crashes, Tap can break away completely, saving you from a hidden break elsewhere in your printer.
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SPECIALWARNINGONYPOSITION:
Tap is ~3mm thicker than the stock 2.4R2 and Trident X carriages. This places the toolhead closer to your doors.Make
sure you have clearance, and youmay need to adjust your bed position onV2 or Y travel on Trident.

TAP

HARDWAREREQUIREMENTS:

2.4R2MGN12

YOUMUSTUSETHEMGN12H X-AXIS
Youmust already be using theMGN12basedX-Axis.Tap does not fit on the olderMGN9basedX-axis.

CW2STYLEMOUNTEDEXTRUDERREQUIRED
Tap replaces the X-carriagemount, and requires that themounting screws come in from the front of the carriage
like CW2, not the back like CW1. There aremounts for LGX andGalileo available.

BEDMOUNTMUSTBESECURE
When Tap is probing, the nozzlewill contact the bedwith a force of approximately 500-800 grams. Your bed
should notmove during this. Bedmotion compromises the accuracy of Tap, so it is not recommended for Voron
1.8, Legacy, or Switchwire designs.

If youwant to know if Tap is right for you, tap your finger on the bed firmly. If the bedmoves, Tap is not right for
you.

GOODMECHANICALCONDITION
Tap is farmore precise than previous Z sensing systems, andwe have found it can reveal previously unnoticed
problems in a printer. If your printer has knownmechanical issues (such as cracked components) fix thembefore
attempting Tap.

IMPORTANT WARNINGS!

71.6mm 68.7mm
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TOOLHEADONARAIL
With Tap, the entire toolhead (including Extruder) canmove in the Z direction on a shortMGN9 rail with aMGN9H carriage. In normal printing
operation, the toolhead is held in place by a pair ofmagnets, acting on a pair of screws. During probing the toolhead lifts up slightly, activating a
photointerrupter switch concealed in themechanism.

OPTICALSENSORORMECHANICALSWITCH
See the BOM for the sensor part numbers.
These are all tested and are known towork. If
you ignore this advice and buy a random sensor
off Amazon, it may notwork.

Themechanical switch option is provided in case
you cannot find the optical sensors.

CENTER (RED)
Housesmagnets, retains belts, and is connected
to theMGN12HX-axis. Up top, there’s a plastic
tab that triggers the optical sensor.

FRONT (BLACK)
Connects to the toolhead and extruder,
rides on aMGN9Rail, and houses the
sensor.
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NORMALOPERATINGPOSITION TRIGGERED

Magnetic and gravitational forces keep the toolhead from shifting during printing. If the
nozzle contacts something solid (like the bed), the black section of Tap and toolheadmove
up, and the optical sensorwill trigger. There are stops built in to prevent it frommoving too
far, unless you reallywant the front to fall off.

TAPREPLACESTHEXCARRIAGE
Tap is a drop in replacement for the XCarriage.
The toolhead and extrudermount to Tap,which
ismounted to theMGN12X axis.
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CHOOSETOUSEEITHERTHEWIREDOPTICALSENSORORTHEPCB-BASEDSENSOR
WIREDOPTICALSENSOR:
Tapwas designed to use andOptekOPB991 sensor (see BOM for part numbers)
Pre-release versions of Tap usedOPB990 sensors.We switched to 991 because someMCU’swere shown to be sensitive to having +5v on a signal pin.
These sensors are pre-wired, but youwill have to add a 220Ohm resistor to thewiring as a current limiter. The exact resistance is not critical, it can be +/- 10%of 220Ohms, and should be rated for¼
watt or higher. Soldering this resistor is no harder than adding the diode for the old inductive sensors…but soldering isn't for everyone. See next page for details on soldering this together.

PCB-BASEDSENSOR:
Recognizing that soldering is difficult for some builders, Voron engineers designed a PCB-based sensor. Thismounts anOptekOPB666NorOPB971N sensor. This PCBhas the advantage of having
an indicator light on the board. The files formaking thismay be found on theVoronGithub. https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap

MECHANICALSWITCHD2HW-C203MR
We’ve had a lot of supply issueswith the optical switches. Themechanical switch is inferior to the optical choices, but still better than stayingwith a non-tap sensor. The onlymechanical swich I can
reccomend is theOmronD2HW-C203MR (D2HW-C203MRS is identical for our purposes)

WHICHONE ISBETTER?
Both opticals and themechanical are capable of 0.4 µmaccuracy (assuming the rest of the printer is in good condition). If you can, get the optical PCB-based sensor. Having an indicator light is a big
plus, and theOPB666N sensor is good to 100° Celsius operating temperature. The OPB991 andOPB971 sensors are rated to 70° Celsius which should be fine for most Voron printers. The sensor is
away from significant sources of heat.

IF YOUPURCHASEAPREBUILT PCB-BASEDSENSOR
Make sure it’s based on either anOptek 971N51 orOPB666N sensor, and its designed toworkwith Tap. Don’t buy a generic sensor and expect it towork, this is not the place to save a couple of
bucks.

MAKE SURE YOUR SENSOR CAN HANDLE YOUR VOLTAGE
V1 PCBs and the wired optical sensors were designed for 5 volts, 24
volts is more than 5 volts.
Connecting to 24 volts may appear to work at first, but the sensor will
burn out.

https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
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HOWTOCONNECTTHEWIREDOPTICALSENSOR
1. Solder the redwire to one side of resistor.

(Approx. 10-15mmaway from the sensor body)
2. Solder thewhitewire to the other side of resistor.
3. Solder the black and greenwires together.
4. Cover all solder joints and the resistorwith shrink tube.
5. Connect the redwire to +5 volts, bluewire to the signal pin of yourMCU,

and the blackwire to ground (0 volts).

ASSEMBLE SENSOR (WIRED SENSOR OPTION ONLY)

Red/white: ToMCU+5v

Black/Green: ToMCU0V

220Ohm¼watt resistor (+/-

~10-15
m
m
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PRINTONEUPPER
Which upper to print depends on the sensor choice:

PCB-BASEDSENSOR:
UseTap_Upper_PCB_r1.stl if you use the PCB-based
sensor.

WIREDSENSOR:
UseTap_Upper_Wired_r1.stl if you use thewired
sensor. Notice thewiring channel in blue.

D2HW-C203MRSWITCH
UseTap_Upper_D2HW_r1.stl if you use the
mechanical switch.

+
RIGHTMAGNETHOLDER
Tap_Magnet_Right_r1.stl.
Notice one dot (blue) on the
right.

FRONT
Tap_Front_r1.stl

CENTER
[a]Tap_Center_r1.stl

LEFTMAGNETHOLDER
Tap_Magnet_Left_r1.stl. Note
the left has 2 dotsmarked in
blue below
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Wired Sensor option
1 220 Ohm resistor ¼ Watt, +/- 10% (or better) tolerance resistor. For example, CFR-25JB-52-220R
1 OPB Sensor Four known good part numbers: OPB 991 P51Z , OPB 991 L51Z, OPB 991 T51Z, OPB 991 T11Z

OMROND2HW-C203MRSwitch option
1 D2HW-C203MR Can substitute D2HW-C203MRS, they are identical except the “S “has a UL rating. Digikey US link
1 M3x8 BHCS If you have sufficient clearance to the cable chain, a SHCS can be used here instead

PCB-Based Sensor option
1 OptoTap PCB See Github repository https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
1 OPB Sensor Two known good part numbers: OPB 666 N, OPB 971 N51

Qty Description Notes
1 50 mm MGN9 rail See cutting guide in this manual for details.
1 MGN 9H carriage Medium preload (Z1) is preferred, light or no preload will also work. Carriage must be removable from rail.
2 6 mm x 3 mm magnet 6 mm diameter by 3 mm tall cylinder. N52 strength is preferred , N35 or higher strength is required.
11-12 M3 heat-set insert These are standard Voron inserts, 5 mm diameter 4 mm long. 11 for optical versions, 12 for the D2HW version.
1 M3 hex nut ISO 4032 / DIN 934
6 M3 washer ISO 7089 / DIN 125 7 mm outer diameter, 0.5 mm thickness
2 M3 x 20 SHCS ISO 4762 / DIN 912 socket head cap screw
2 M3 x 16 SHCS ISO 4762 / DIN 912 socket head cap screw
1 M3 x 12 SHCS ISO 4762 / DIN 912 socket head cap screw
3 M3 x 8 SHCS ISO 4762 / DIN 912 socket head cap screw
1 M3 x 6 SHCS ISO 4762 / DIN 912 socket head cap screw
2 M3 x 6 FHCS ISO 10642 / DIN 7991 flat head cap screw MUSTBEMAGNETIC, NOSTAINLESS!

2 M3 x 10 BHCS ISO 7380-1 button head cap screw
10 M3 x 6 BHCS ISO 7380-1 button head cap screw

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/CFR-25JB-52-220R/1295
https://www.digikey.com/short/5vb754m9
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/tree/main/OptoTap
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BUTTONHEADCAPSCREW (BHCS)
Metric fastenerwith a domed shape head
and hex drive.

ISO 7380-1

SOCKETHEADCAPSCREW (SHCS)
Metric fastenerwith a cylindrical head
and hex drive. Themost common fastener
used on theVoron.

ISO 4762

HARDWARE REFERENCE

FLATHEADCOUNTERSUNKSCREW
(FHCS)
Metric fastenerwith a cone shaped head and
a flat top.
MUSTBEMAGNETIC, NOSTAINLESS!
ISO 10642

MAGNETS
Howdo theywork?
These are round 6mm in diameter by
3mm tall. Shorter ones areOK.
(down to 2.7mm)
N52 are preferred, but N35 canwork
Lower strengthmight cause ringing
at high acceleration.

WASHER
Usually stamped from sheetmetal, this
type of spacer is not as consistent in
thickness as the shims are. Only used in
M3 size.

DIN 125

AW,NUTS!
Actually, its just the one nut.
Wedon’t like nut pockets either, but
sometimes its the rightmove.
Metric fastener. Only used inM3 size.

ISO 4032

HEAT-SET INSERT
These aremade of brass , threaded on
the inside and and has ridges on the
outside. Heat themup to approx 250C
with a soldering iron and push them into
the plastic.
As the plastic cools, it solidifies around
the knurls and ridges on the insert for
excellent resistance to both torque and
pull-out.
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SOLDERING IRON
Weuse this for setting heat-set inserts into
parts. Depending on your sensor choice,
youmight be soldering somewires
together.

ANGLEGRINDER/DREMEL
If you can’t find a pre-cut 50mmMGN9
rail, you’ll need to cut down a longer one.
Leave your grandfather’s trusty hacksaw
in the toolbox: rails are usually hardened
steel.

VISE
A vise is handy if you have to cut your
MGN9 rail. A visemay also be helpful
when puttingmagnets in their holders.

WIRINGCRIMPER
You’ll need this towire up the sensor.
Ormaybe theres a turnkey solution out
there you can buy, checkDiscord. If you
got this farwithout learning how to crimp,
we don’t judge.

SUPERGLUE
Yes,we consider this a tool. Superglue is
useful as a plastic safe threadlock, and
magnet glue. Cheap, single-use gel tubes
are fine.

PRINTEDCUTGUIDE
If you have to cut yourMGN9 yourself,
this can help youmark the places to cut.
Remove the tool before cutting, or you
will melt it to the rail.

MGN9ASSEMBLYTOOL
We love this thing. Print it. Youwill need
it.

Marvel at its simplicity andwonderwhy
you never thought of it before.
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MGN9ASSEMBLYTOOL
Fit the tool over the bearings on one side.
Squeeze the sides of the tool and rotate it
to fit it over the other side’s bearings, then
release pressure.

The tool serves to hold the balls in place
when not installed on a rail, andwill help
you reinstall the carriage later. Not bad
for a 7minute print, right?

CAREFULLYREMOVETHECARRIAGE
Do this over a bowl or other container, just
in case a ball drops out. If some do, don’t
panic! They can be pushed back in, just
add the balls back to themiddle of the
carriage.
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ENDSCANBE+/- 1MMOFF FROMTHIS
DRAWING
Justmake sure you have 3 holes spaced
like so. One in the center, and the other
two ~ 5mm from the ends.

DEBURRANDCLEANAFTERCUTTING
Smooth over any sharp edges on the cut surfaces
with a file, and clean the rail carefully.

You don’twant slivers ofmetal getting into the
carriage or damaging the ball bearings.

USE THEGUIDETOMARKWHERETOCUT
If you have a longer rail you are cutting. Install this guide on the rail,
mark the endswhere youwill cut.
Don’t forget to remove the guide before cutting, it will melt.
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Bonus points if the supportmakes a face.

WEDON’TALWAYSUSESUPPORTS, BUTWHENWEDO:
…There is a good reason, the support iswell designed, and it is easily removable.

Remove the indicated supports and discard them.

REMOVE SUPPORTS
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DOYOUSMELL…GLUE?
Yes, yes you do. Specifically superglue, but you could also use RTV silicone, just a drop. Is all that is needed.
Despite our best efforts, themagnets can still come loosewithout it.

MAGNETPRESS
1. Placemagnet on a flat surface (polarity doesn’t
matter)
2. Place a drop of CAglue on top of themagnet
3. Placemagnet holder onmagnet.
4. Using a strong flat tool, firmly pressmagnet holder
down overmagnet.

Do this for both left and rightmagnet holders.

Alternately you can use channel lock pliers (or a vise)
for this,.Whatever tool you use please go slow and
don’t crush the parts or your fingers!

(2) 6x3 magnets
2 drops RTV or Superglue

ROUNDMAGNET, HEXHOLE
Themagnet seats here holdmuch better than
a round hole. The seats have been carefully
designed and tested tomaximize holding
power.
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https://voron.link/m5ybt4d

HEAT-SET INSERTS
This design relies on heat-set inserts.
Make sure you have the proper inserts
(check the hardware reference for a
close up picture and the BOM for
dimensions).

If you’ve neverworkedwith heat-set
inserts before, we recommend you
watch the linked guide.

HEAT-SET INSERTS
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INSERT…FROMTHEBACK?
Some of these insertsmight seembackwards to
you. Trust us, this is theway. Pay attention that
you don’t push them too far.
The inserts should sit flushwith the surface they
are embedded in.

TAP_UPPER_D2HWHASONEMORE INSERT
This option (for themechanical switch version)
has one extra heatset insert in the back. (10) Heat-set Inserts

(1) M3 Hex Nut
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CORRECTLY INSERTED
There is a cone-shaped access hole to allow you
to insert these heat-sets to the correct depth.

INSERTINGHEXNUTS
This can often be helped along by
using a longer screw to draw the
nut into the cup, then removing the
long screw and using theM3 x 6

See here for details fromPrusa

https://help.prusa3d.com/guide/1-introduction_24976#25240
https://help.prusa3d.com/guide/1-introduction_24976#25240
https://help.prusa3d.com/guide/1-introduction_24976#25240
https://help.prusa3d.com/guide/1-introduction_24976#25240
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(2) M3x16 SHCS

(2) M3x20 SHCS

LEAVEROOMFORTHETOOLHEAD
TheM3x16’s thread into the plastic directly.
Don’t tighten fully, leave approximately 2.5
mm for the toolhead tomatewith them.

2.5mm
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OPTICALSENSORSCREWS INTOPLASTIC, BE
GENTLE
Note thatOPB991P orOPB991Lwired sensors
will only have oneM3x8 here,while thewired
OPB991T and all PCB-based sensors have two
screws.

POINTS FORNEATNESS
Voron takeswiring seriously, and you should too.
Use a zip-tie to securewires to the upper . On the
Wired sensor option, use the printed channel to
tuck thewires away safely frommoving parts.

(1 or 2) M3x8 SHCS

D2HWSwitch Optical PCB option

OpticalWired
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THREAD INTOPLASTICATANANGLE
The holes here are designed at an angle.
Go slow. Tighten the FHCS until they are
flush, but do not over tighten.

WHATARETHESE FOR?
When you install the toolhead, the bottomof
the toolhead should rest on these screwheads.

FUNFACT
This part has thin voids inside it (blue). When the part
is sliced, these produce internal ribswhich strengthen
the part. If your slicer closes these up, recheck your
slicer settings for hole size compensation. Default
slicer profiles are available for Voron printers in the
github repository.

(2) M3x6 FHCS (2) M3x6 BHCS
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2DOTS LEFT, ONEDOTRIGHT
Themagnet holders aremarkedwith dots.
The left has two dots, the right has one dot.

We could say that there is only oneway they
fit, butwe don’twant to underestimate you.

SNUG IN FARTHESTBACKPOSITION
These are themagnet adjustment screws. For now,
just snug themupwith themagnet holders as far
back as theywill go.We’ll adjust them later.M3x10 BHCS

+ M3 washer

M3x10 BHCS
+ M3 washer
M3x10 BHCS
+ M3 washer
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HEATSETUSEDASSTANDOFF
This heatset is used as a standoff. Thread it onto theM3x12 as shownbefore using theM3x12 to secure the rail
to the center. When tightened, theM3x12 headwill still be above the rail surface and act as a carriage stop.

M3x12 SHCS
+ heatset

M3x8 SHCS

M3x6 SHCS

(4) M3x6 BHCS
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WWW.VORONDESIGN.COMINSTALL X-SWITCH/ HALL MAGNET (OPTIONAL)

X-AXIS SWITCH (TRIDENTSTYLE)
This step is only if you use an X-carriagemounted switch, such as used in the Trident.
The switch is securedwith 2 screws threaded directly into the plastic.

Thewiring is threaded under the switch, and should be zip-tied to the frontwhen fully
assembled. For now, leave it loose.

HALL EFFECTX-AXISMAGNET INSTALL
Press themagnet into the hexagon shaped recess
here. A hex shape is better at holding roundmagnets
than a round hole because thewalls can flex to
accommodate slightly differentmagnets.

IF YOUUSETHESTANDARDXYENDSTOPPODFROMV2, SKIP THIS PAGE
These steps are only for printers that use either a carriagemounted X switch or
need amagnet for the x-axis hall effect endstop
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WWW.VORONDESIGN.COMINSTALL CENTER

THREADBELT ENDSTHROUGHCENTER
Make sure the belt adjustment screws on the front idlers are loosened completely.
Pull the belts taut through the center section of Tap. Secure center to X-AxisMGN
12 using 4M3x6BHCS. Retension the belts using the adjustment screws on the
front idlers.

Belt adjustment screw

TUCKBELTSBACKTHROUGHSLOTS
Tuck the belts back into the center and pull themout to sides. Don’tworry if
they stick out.We’ll manage that in a later stepwhenweput the front on.
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GENTLYSLIDECARRIAGEONTORAIL
Go slow, don’t force it. If it’s difficult to
slide on,make sure the cut rail is smooth
and deburred.
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(4) M3x6 BHCS
+

(4) M3 Washers

DON’T FORGETTHESEWASHERS!
Without them, there is a possibility the carriagewon’t be tight. Make sure these are tight.

IF YOUHAVEBELT EXCESS, TUCK.
This should be a loose tuck, leave enough of a loop that themechanism canmove.
It’s justmeant to keep the belt out of theway. On both sides, of course.
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EXTRUDER INSTALL
The extrudermotor plate should fit tightly on top of Tap.

(2) M3x8 SHCS
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CUTAWAYVIEW
In blue are the four screws and the surface thatmay need to be trimmed back.

CORRECT INSTALLATION
Toolhead is flat against Tap, and can be
firmly secured.

CHECKTOOLHEADCLEARANCE
The toolhead rear rests on the lowermost 2 screws, butmust clear the four
screws that secure the front of Tap. Some toolheadsmay need to be carved
back to avoid hitting these screws.
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WITHTOOLHEADASSEMBLED
Loosen the 2magnet alignment screws (one on each side). Themagnets
will pull themselves into alignmentwith the FHCS. Give the toolhead a
little shake, then tighten these down.

With themagnets aligned and screws tightened, you should be able to
push up on the entire toolhead, and itwill move 1-2mmbefore hitting
it’s stop. If your sensor has an indicator light and is connected, it should
change statewhen you push up on the toolhead by hand.

It is important to test the tap before homing!
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ASSEMBLYCOMPLETED! ... NEXTSTEP: SETUP&CALIBRATION
Thismanual is designed to be an assembly guide for Voron Tap. Additional details about the build and
background on advanced topics can be found on our documentation page linked below.

The software setup and other initial setup stepswith your newprinter can also be found on our
documentation page.We recommend startingwith the Tap-Klipper Instructions on our Github.

https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap

MORE RESOURCES

https://docs.vorondesign.comDOCS

https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/blob/main/config/tap_klipper_instructions.md
https://Voron-Tap/blob/main/config/tap_klipper_instructions.md
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HOWTOGETHELP
If you need assistancewith your build, we’re here to help. Head on over to our Discord group and post your questions. This is our
primarymedium to help VORONusers. We have a great community that can help you out if you get stuck. Alternatively, you can use
our forums or subreddit.

REPORTING ISSUES
Should you find an issue in this document or have a suggestion for an improvement please consider opening an issue onGitHub
(https://github.com/VoronDesign/Voron-Tap/issues).
When raising an issue, please include the relevant page numbers and a short description. Annotated screenshots are also very
welcome and helpful.
Weperiodically update themanual based on the feedbackwe get.

https://discord.gg/voron

https://forum.vorondesign.com/

https://www.reddit.com/r/VORONDesign


